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Executive Summary
This report describes the progress made on the Text Mining (TM) solution tool for the
Polirural project. It complements the Deliverable 2.2 which is the Demo of the Prototype for
the PoliRural´s Text Mining (TM) solution. The link to the Semantic Explorer prototype is:
http://semex.io/ .
The main components developed are the Topic Manager, the Profiler, the Curated Reading
Lists and the Sentiment Analysis and various data visualizations. These modules will support
Polirural’s researchers, data Analysts and Software Developers in Foresight Activities, System
Dynamic Modelling and policy evaluation.
Further efforts from WP2 will be needed in order to complete the product by May 2020. The
actual prototype is correctly working, but fine-tuning, also based on Polirural partners’
inputs, will be necessary.
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1. Introduction
This report describes the progress made on the Text Mining (TM) solution tool for the
Polirural project, so-called Semantic Explorer. It complements Deliverable 2.2 which is the
Demo of the Prototype for the Polirural´s Text Mining Solution. The link to the prototype is:
http://semex.io/. Access to the library for reviewing purposes can be requested to
denis.kolokol@kajoservices.com.
As introduced in the Text Mining Technical Specifications (Deliverable 2.1) the creation of
the TM solution in the context of this project will support Polirural experts’ analysis about
local challenges and needs. It will also contribute to provide policy makers with more
accurate and timely information at various stages of the decision-making process. In
particular, Polirural Pilots’ workshops will extensively use regional Foresight exercises in
order to understand change, how it happens and what causes it. The Semantic Explorer has
been therefore designed taking into consideration its use within a Regional Foresight
exercise and as a support tool also for System Dynamics (SDM). The ambition is to reach the
objective of creating a tool that will also support policymakers by extracting relevant
information available on Internet as selected by Pilots and partners through the Regional
Library. The system is intended to collect data from Social Media, in particular opinions, and
their relationship to various aspects of policies. This will allow for comparing the analysis
with quantitative data, obtained through surveys, and to provide "one version of the truth"
through interactive visuals.

2. Defining the use-cases and the end-users
The TM solutions have been specifically designed to provide inputs to Polirural experts on
Foresight activities, System Dynamics Modelling and policy evaluation. The tool will be based
on Machine Learning and NLP and will have, as first end-users, researchers, data analysts
and Software Developers. Partners and Pilots from Polirural consortium will be able to
compare, for example, the results coming from surveys with the outputs of the Semantic
Explorer.

2.1 Integrating Text Mining in a Foresight Activity
“Foresight methodologies seek to gather data and make sense of it so that people can think
in different and new ways about the future. That data might be collected from humans or
from the analysis of documents and artefacts, or both” (Conway, 2014). TM is able to
analyse and summarize the vast amount of information available on the Internet and can
thus provide the initial input for Foresight activities.
The prototype created by KAJO reflects intense consultation between WP2, WP4, WP5 and
Pilots and will assist the Foresight activities with the following solutions:
2.1.1 Topic Manager for Horizon Scanning
Horizon scanning serves a purpose of identifying relevant trends that may impact the region.
The result is a list of topics crucial in the analysis of a specific pilot. This process could for
instance highlight trends in relation to time and to a specific topic from which experts could
extrapolate something comparable to Mega and Micro Trends and other high-level drivers of
change.
© 818496 PoliRural Project
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The components of Topic Manager address this task and in the prototype is realized for
English language.
Navigating topics can be accessed at the link: http://semex.io/. Text can be analysed by
extracting relevant topics based on keywords’ extraction (TextRank algorithm). It can also
generate topic similarity clusters – given a root topic a tree of subtopics is extracted from
the model and filtered by actual topics contained in text. Various interactive visualisations of
subtopic graphs, as the ones that are displayed here below, provide for easy exploration of
the topic similarity space and discovering of hidden relations.

Figure 1 Navigating topics - Tree View.
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Figure 2 Navigating topics - Radial Tree View

Similarity cluster is a special kind of representation of topics, whose example is given on
Figure 3. Clicking the button "Explore in Library" affects in changing the view to Topic
Browser, in which the topics of the first level and its subtopics are connected to the sources
from the Regional Library.

Figure 3 Topics connected to Regional Library
© 818496 PoliRural Project
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2.1.2 Profiler for Issues and Needs analysis
Issues and needs analysis should capture well-known or recognised needs that are already
mentioned in policy documents, as well as anticipate future local needs based on the
dynamics of regional development. This process could be used for Deep-Dives to localize the
impact of relevant trends at regional level. The Profiler sub-component of the Semantic
Explorer is designed to solve this task.

Figure 4 Representation of Profiler

Automatic Named Entity Recognition (NER) is performed automatically for all texts that can
be extracted from sources in the Regional Library. The types of entities are given in the
following table1:

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

PERSON

People, including fictional.

NORP

Nationalities or religious or political groups.

FAC

Buildings, airports, highways, bridges, etc.

ORG

Companies, agencies, institutions, etc.

GPE

Countries, cities, states.

1 Taken from the documentation of spaCy:
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LOC

Non-GPE locations, mountain ranges, bodies of water.

PRODUCT

Objects, vehicles, foods, etc. (Not services.)

EVENT

Named hurricanes, battles, wars, sports events, etc.

WORK_OF_ART

Titles of books, songs, etc.

LAW

Named documents made into laws.

LANGUAGE

Any named language.

DATE

Absolute or relative dates or periods.

TIME

Times smaller than a day.

PERCENT

Percentage, including ”%“.

MONEY

Monetary values, including unit.

QUANTITY

Measurements, as of weight or distance.

ORDINAL

“first”, “second”, etc.

CARDINAL

Numerals that do not fall under another type.

Table 1 Named Entities labels and types

Automatic recognition of Entities is a useful tool both for Foresight activities and for System
Dynamics modelling.
2.1.3 Curated Reading Lists
A productive and effective Foresight exercise requires a lot of preparation based on research
and a lot of reading. This includes having access to a lot of sources, being subscribed to many
groups in social media and following discussion boards in order to be able to spot hot topics
and trends. A submodule for creation and updating Curated Reading Lists helps to stay up to
date by extracting relevant and timely information from the constantly updated sources.
Curated reading lists will be functional as soon as Pilots and Partners will start to populate
the library with specific links to literature and databases and the first Issues and Needs
analysis will be performed.
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2.2 Using Text Mining inputs to create System Dynamics Models
2.2.1 Pilot profiling (for SDM)
Pilot profiling (for SDM) aims at understanding the normal course of action and identifying
trends or behaviours over time when modelling with local agents or communities. The
outputs from the Profiler sub-component of Semantic Explorer are expected to help in this
process by creating pilot profiles. In particular, the Profiler will help SDM in characterizing
the following issues:
• Region
• Issues to be addressed
• Dynamics
The results are dynamics in the form of pieces of text that can be easily translated into
models. The dynamics are linked to the issues previously identified, and more than one
dynamic may be linked to every issue.

2.3 Sentiment analysis: measuring people's perception about policies on social
media
Sentiment analysis is performed automatically for each new source added to the library. In
the prototype, sentiment analysis is executable for English-based resources only.

Figure 5 Sentiment Analysis

Figure 5 shows the sentiment analysis performed on a given text displaying scores
highlighted in blue or red. The sentiment analysis tool is developed in order to quantify the
overall feeling of a sentence and categorize it into a scale from -1 (very negative) to 0
(neutral) to +1 (very positive).
This system can therefore quantify the sentiments of public opinions expressed on social
media (Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn) regarding a certain topic or specific policy. The
results can be plotted and represented with various visualizations that will be developed at
the front-end. It will then be possible to display the results on a map visualizing how the
sentiments about certain policies differs in the various regions considered. The possibility of
integrating such an option in the Innovation Hub has already been discussed and should be
further explored. Other possibilities include comparative diagrams such as histograms, bar
graphs etc. Furthermore, with several iterations and by comparing the results with more
traditional approach to research such as survey, it may be even possible to extrapolate the
reasons that determined positivity or negativity in social media discussions.

2.4 Pipelines: merging the solutions, enhancing the results of Text Mining
Beside the case-studies listed in the sections above, KAJO, together with other partners,
evaluated the possibility of providing a series of more structured TM functions, a sort of
© 818496 PoliRural Project
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collection of pre-cooked recipes, blending together some of the solutions for enhancing the
overall functionality of the product. These processes are defined as pipelines and briefly
discussed in this sub-chapter.
The nature of Foresight Exercise, System Dynamics Modeling and Policy Evaluation is
dynamic and iterative. Each process is a chain of actions. The result of each action (or several
actions) can serve as an input for successive steps. The whole chain can be repeated
iteratively using the results of the previous cycle as the input for the next one.
The current section discusses pipelines that help define actions vs. results for the creation of
a user interface. As each pipeline is represented as a single workspace, every parameter
change should affect the result of all successive stages immediately (the AJAX interaction).
The user-system interaction is based on the following concepts:
• Actions
• Pipeline
• Workspace
By action we understand the use of a module of Semantic Explorer, which takes user input,
performs a single action on the data and returns output. The types of actions:
• a call to a particular method of TextProcessor or TextAnalyzer (e.g. .topics(),
.sentiment(), etc.)
• data filtering (for example, filtering SM posts by time frame and topics)
• aggregation of values obtained in the course of a previous action (e.g. averaging
sentiments or displaying gathered data on a timeline).
The pipeline is an internal representation of the process. Each pipeline consists of a defined
number of actions. A user interface for each action is a workspace.
Workspace is a particular arrangement of visual elements on a web-page, that are organized
in a sensible way and together provide a way to define the whole Pipeline in a single view.
The relations between those three concepts can be represented by the following diagram:

Figure 6 Relation between actions, pipeline and workspace

Pipelines will be an integral part of the final product. A detailed description will be included
in Deliverable 2.3.

3. Regional Library
3.1 Inputs
For the creation of the Regional Library KAJO created a questionnaire and circulated it to all
Pilots ́ leaders. The twelve pilots sent their data, which have been converted to database
records (see the next chapter).
© 818496 PoliRural Project
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Each Pilot filled the questionnaire giving their inputs on the following points:
● Links to policy documents from all levels (EU, national, regional, local)
● Links to Pilots’ related websites
● List of social media used and accounts/groups, if available
● Names of regional landscapes
● Key search words
● Relevant words according to stakeholders
Table 2 summarizes the inputs received by Pilots for each point.

Regional
Landscapes

97

Key
search
words

261

Topics

Needs

241

145

Links

311

Related
Websites

Social
Media

290

104

Total

1449

Table 2 Library content after first collection

These figures shall increase following further inputs from Pilots and from WP4 D4.3 Regional
Library For Policy Evaluation that will provide a second batch of data.

3.2 Storage
The Regional Library is present in two different forms:
● Plain data storage (links and texts) - MongoDB2 (currently single node).
● Indexed data for search and analysis - distributed Index in the Elasticsearch3 cluster.

3.3 Access to data
3.3.1 Regional Library
Partners can access the Regional Library for adding new sources and/or editing those that
were uploaded from the questionnaire mentioned in Deliverable 2.1 "Inputs". It is available
for registered users only in the form of the web admin panel. In the current stage of the
project the access is offered only to project´s partners. These received extensive training by
WP2 leader Denis Kolokol on the use of the Library through a dedicated webinar in
December 2019 and a “hands-on” training in January 2020.
Direct link to access Regional Library Management page: http://semex.io/app/sources/. The
link opens a list view of Regional Library, in which sources can be filtered by language,
source type, the content type of the source in the internet (pdf, html, etc.) and by the owner
(partner). In the List view it is possible to add a new source, to edit existing or to delete
selected resources4.

2

https://www.mongodb.com/

3 https://www.elastic.co/
4 End-user can only delete a source if he/she is an owner of that
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Each library source has its own page where end-users can update URL or language. In this
page there are also results of semantic analysis: extracted topics, text with highlighted
named entities, the result of semantic analysis (by paragraph) and links to external resources
automatically extracted from text. The following figure is a print-screen of the Library source
management application where it is possible to distinguish the list of documents and the
possible filters that the end-user can apply.
3.3.2 Integration with Crawlers
The Prototype of the Text Mining solution includes its own crawlers, but in a very limited
version: it is capable of handling only well-written SGML resources (such as HTML or XML)
and PDF files. Moreover, it can only obtain text from the provided page, not "looking" inside
the structure of the web-site (so, links to other parts of the web-site are omitted). At the
same time the prototype is fully equipped with integration tools and will use Crawlers
written by another partner of the project (NUVIT) as soon as they are ready for integration.

Figure 7 Library source management - list view
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3.3.3 Regions (Pilots)
The link to manage regions: http://semex.io/app/regions/region/.
3.3.4 Landscapes
Each region includes one or more landscapes, that can be managed here:
http://semex.io/app/regions/landscape/.

4. Additional features
4.1 External Links extraction
External links are URLs found in the text of each source in the library. They are being
extracted automatically upon adding a source to the library and displayed in the detailed
view.

5

Access to data and services via API

Warning: for all endpoints described below a username and API-key is necessary.

5.1 Library management
The main API endpoint for extraction list of resources from Library:
http://semex.io/api/v1/library/?format=json&username=XXX&api_key=YYY
Detailed view of a particular source:
http://semex.io/api/v1/library/source_id?format=json&username=XXX&api_key=YYY
Updating resource:
curl --location --request POST
'http://semex.io/api/v1/library/source_id/?username=XXX' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{
"url": "<url data>"
}'
Creating new resource:
curl --location --request POST
http://semex.io/api/v1/library/?username=XXX \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{
"url": "https://www.hameenliitto.fi/en",
"name": "Haame",
"description": "Websites for Regional Council",
"lang": "en"
}'

© 818496 PoliRural Project
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5.2 Semantic features
5.2.1 Text Analysis
curl --location --request POST
http://'semex.io/api/v1/analyze/?username=XXX \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{
"text": "Irish food is produced by thousands of farmers,
fishermen and agri-food companies around the country, and this
locally produced food is exported to over 180 countries around the
world, with agri-food exports totalling over €13.6 billion in 2017.
This supply chain, stretching from rural and coastal areas all
across Ireland to distant markets in Asia and Africa underlines the
sector’s pivotal role as a driver of the Irish economy. Food safety
and environmental sustainability are both crucial to maintaining our
existing markets and developing new market opportunities. Irish food
is produced to the highest international standards of quality and
food safety. Our food safety and traceability systems continue to be
recognised as among the very best in the world.",
"pipeline": ["polarity", "ner"],
"lang": "en"
}'
NB: the use of parameter 'pipeline' will be explained in the User Manual of the system in its
final stage, because new functionalities are supposed to be added if requested by the
partners of the project.
5.2.2 External URL and/or Library Source Analysis
This involves Crawling prior to analysis. Calling this endpoint also automatically saved the
link in the Library. If the source is already in the Library, its ID can be given Instead of the
URL.
curl --location --request POST
'http://semex.io/api/v1/analyze/?username=XXX' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{
"url":
"https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agricultural_productivity",
"pipeline": ["sentiment", "topics"],
"lang": "en"
}'

6 Special considerations
6.1 Multiple Languages vs. Available Libraries
There are two main factors that defined the design of the future TM solution and the
selection of the tools used in its development:
● Multilingual character of the project
● Popularity of a package or a library (which means a good community and a support)
© 818496 PoliRural Project
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Out of all the open-source solutions two main libraries for Text Mining tasks were selected:
spaCy5 and Gensim6. They are being used for different purposes: Gensim is the main library
for Topic Management, while spaCy is being adopted in Profiler (to complete such tasks as
Named Entity Recognition [NER]) as well as general tasks of keywords extraction and
Sentiment Analysis.
SpaCy is an NLP library distributed with the pre-trained language-dependent models. In the
current deliverable of the PoliRural project the following languages are covered:
● English
● Spanish
● Italian
● Flemish
● Greek
It also allows for training custom models, which in the next stage will be used for:
● fine tuning of the models in existing languages
● training models for the languages not yet covered.
In its turn Gensim is used for training word2vec models and does not have any pre-trained
models. It is used for Topic Management and in the first stage of the project (Working
Prototype) is ready in English language. We will need help from Partners for training models
in the rest of the languages.

7 Conclusions
This report complements the prototype of the semantic explorer (http://semex.io/) that has
been developed within WP2, following intense consultation with WP4, WP5 and Pilots.
During the development process it became obvious that in Polirural an important part of
research will be carried out through Foresight activities and System Dynamics Modelling. For
this reason, the tools have been developed specifically for bringing relevant inputs to FS and
SDM. Moreover, the sentiment analysis component is capable of extracting important
insights from social media that can complement or be compared with results from more
traditional research such as policy evaluation and surveys. Researchers, data Analysts and
Software Developers from Pilots will be provided with various TM tools that will support
their research by extracting structured data from unstructured text for further analysis. The
development of specific pipelines combining the various components in several iterations
will dig even deeper in the information available on the Internet.
It can be argued that a good amount of the back-end work has been completed. At this stage
of the prototype all the components that were thought in Deliverable 2.1 are working. These
include the Topic Manager, the Profiler, the Pilot Profiler, the Curated Reading List Manager,
the Sentiment Analysis. The various visualizations created so far display the results in a
meaningful and clear way. Finally, infrastructure has been deployed and the system is stable
and functional.

5 https://spacy.io/
6 https://pypi.org/project/gensim/
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However, impressive efforts will be necessary in order to develop the final product by May
2020. Most of the resources will be engaged in developing a user interface able to present a
powerful tool in a straightforward display. This means working on the interface, but it also
entails a great deal of work in the back-end in order to match the interface requirements
and objectives. Particular attention will be dedicated in the creation of the various pipelines
or processes that blend the components together. Moreover, the ambitious objective of a
semantic explorer working for twelve languages will imply a lot of resources and the results
are not predictable. It will be necessary to make a priority list and determine which
languages are more important for Polirural. For instance, in some countries such as Israel, a
lot of material is available and consulted in English, reducing the necessity of analysing text
in the local language. Another solution could be the automatic translation of texts, which
however involves some additional costs and can alter the meaning or the sentiment of text.
Finally, further involvement from Pilots and from WP4 will be necessary in order to enlarge
the Regional Library. Partners have received enough training (during the technical training in
Madrid in January 2020) for entering new and more relevant entries or sources. It will be
essential that the crawlers provided by NUVIT are stable and work flawlessly.
The TM system will be continuously tested also with the involvement of Pilots and technical
partners. We are planning a trial involving Text Mining, System Dynamics and Foresight
activities in the Flemish Pilot managed by VITO. The results shall be described in a journal
paper. This will be a good opportunity to put into practice the system and the options
foreseen. Moreover, the final product that will be ready by May 2020 will still necessitate
further testing and fine-tuning. Feedbacks from Pilots and technical partners will be of great
importance and for this reason we will enhance communication directly with Pilots and
partners as well as with the support of Polirural´s Coordinators.
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